Abstract| The aim of this work is to present a non-linear extension to Sanger's generalized Hebbian learning algorithm for complex-valued signal processing by neural networks. A possible choice of the involved non-linearity is discussed by recalling the Sudjianto-Hassoun interpretation of non-linear Hebbian learning. An extension of this interpretation to the complex-valued case leads to a Rayleigh non-linearity, that allows for separating mixed independent complex-valued circular source signals.
independence of their outputs so as to allow blind separation of real-valued independent sources. Recently, some attempts have been made in order to extend the best known PCA algorithms to the complex case. Also, some of the BSS approaches work well on complex data with slight or no modi cations. This holds for example for Cardoso's JADE and EASI algorithms 2], 3], the` xed-point' algorithm that can be applied to complex signals 1] and the { APEX algorithms that may be readily extended to the complexvalued case 17] .
Following the idea presented in the preliminary report 15] , in this work we formally derive a new learning algorithm as a nonlinear complex extension of generalized Hebbian rule 35] for a single-layer linear feed-forward network, the NHL algorithm, and discuss the choice of the non-linearity under the theoretical framework proposed by Sudjianto and Hassoun 37] . Then we show how a particular non-linearity, arising from the Rayleigh distribution, allows the neural network to perform blind separation of complex-valued circular source signals, that has several digital signal processing applications 3], 9], 12].
In order to numerically assess the behavior of NHL method, computer simulation results are presented and discussed on parallel and sequential (cascade) version of NHL algorithm, along with a numerical comparison among closely related algorithms drawn from the scienti c literature.
Notation. Through the paper, lower-case bold-faced letters denote column-vectors, while upper-case bold-faced letters denote matrices. Superscript \ H " denotes Hermitian (conjugate) transposition. Symbol E f(x)] denotes mathematical expectation with respect to the statistics of the multivariate random variable (or stationary random process) x. f 0 (x) stands for the rst derivative of scalar-to-scalar function f(x).
II. Blind Separation of Complex-Valued Sources
In its basic version, blind source separation tackles the problem of recovering source signals mixed by a linear operator when the mixing is unknown and very little information is available on the sources.
Since the pioneering work of Jutten and H erault 24], several contributions have appeared in the scienti c literature about blind source separation; in this paper we focus on the research stream related to extended-Hebbian-learning based techniques. Some contributions on the use of such methods to blind source separation have been given 
Formally, in BSS the model of measured or sensor signals writes:
x(t) = Ms(t) ; t 2 Z Z ; (1) where s(t) 2 C n contains the source signals, x(t) 2 C m is the only observable (sensor) signal and M 2 C n m is the mixing operator. For the separation problem to be solvable, the following minimal hypotheses are to be met 9]:
The number of observations should exceed (or equate) the number of sources;
The matrix M should be full-column rank;
The sk's should be statistically independent at any time, meaning that sk(t) is statistically independent of sj(t) for any k 6 = j and any t 2 T;
Each sk(t) should be a zero-mean, independent identically distributed signal, meaning that sk(t1) and sk(t2) are identically distributed and statistically independent for any (t1; t2) 2 Z Z 2 ;
At most one, among the source signals, is allowed to be Gaussian. Under the hypothesis that the above conditions are met, a way to estimate the source signals from the observed mixtures through an adaptive linear neural structure can be envisaged. The neural network is described by the input-output relationship:
y(t) = B H x(t) ; t 2 Z Z ; (2) where y(t) 2 C n is the network response at time t and B(t) 2 C n m denotes the connection pattern at time t.
Solving a blind separation problem means nding the matrix B? such that B H ? M = QD, where Q is an arbitrary permutation matrix and D 2 C n n is diagonal invertible; it is in fact known 9] that, in general, the sources can be recovered but for order and for power uncertainty; particularly, in the complexvalued case both scale and phase-shift distortions could occur.
From the above discussion it is readily seen that, in general, B? has not any special form, but for the case that M is a unitary matrix, i.e., M H M = In, that implies B? is unitary, too; in this case the problem to solve is simpler. However, it has been theoretically proven 9] that any arbitrary separation problem can be reduced to an orthogonal separation problem by prewhitening the observations x(t), that means computing a pair of matrices (E; A) such that the new signal: v(t) = A ? 1 2 E H x(t) ; t 2 Z Z ; be spatially white, i.e., E v(t)v H (t)] = In. This approach has the important advantage that if the whitening operation is performed by means of optimal compression algorithms (e.g., through PCA by E xx H ] = EAE H ), it gives an indirect way to estimate the true number of sources (n) and therefore to reduce the dimension of the problem to the minimal complexity. This approach is also commonly used to lter out the observation noise (thus to increment the signal-to-noise ratio).
In the following section we present a formal derivation of a learning algorithm based on non-classical Hebbian learning theory, suitable to perform blind separation of complexvalued sources. As it involves a non-linearity, we rst recall the Sudjianto-Hassoun interpretation of non-classical Hebbian learning 37] which also provides a well-founded way to choose the required non-linearity. Then, on the basis of a theoretical study on a closely related criterion recently proposed in 1], some analytical results are presented in support of the proposed learning/separation approach. It is worth noting that we shall develop the separating network learning theory under the hypothesis that the separation matrix is unitary, while in the experiments the general case that the separation matrix is nonunitary will be tackled by properly pre-whitening the available data.
III. Non-classical Hebbian Learning (NHL) Algorithm
We consider a complex-weighted single-layer neural network, formed by linear units. The network is described by the input vector x 2 C n , a set of weight-vectors wk 2 C n and outputs yk def = w H k x.
Let the following learning criterion be de ned:
The criterion U( ) embodies a nonlinear function of the k th neuron's output and is de ned as follows:
The g(u) is a real-valued non-negative function, continuously di erentiable almost everywhere, non-decreasing with a unique minimum in u = 0. is termed`circularly-distributed' when its probability density function writes s(s) = ( ) ( ). This is for instance the case of the PSK (Phase Shift Keying) or QAM (Quadrature Amplitude) digital modulations. As far as orthogonal learning is concerned, the adjoint function L( ) is used for adding to the criterion ( kj w H k wjg ; (5) where a set of complex Lagrange multipliers f kjg has been introduced, and the superscript \ ? " denotes complex conjugation.
To search for optimal weights w opt k maximizing the criterion (3), a gradient steepest ascent learning algorithm is employed here. The gradient of a real-valued function (w) with respect to a complex-valued vector w is here de ned as:
where u + iv = w. First, the aim is to evaluate: @U(wk) @wk = E dg(jykj) djykj @jykj @wk = E g 0 (jykj) @jykj @wk : (7) From de nition (6) it follows that jykj @jy k j @w k = y ? k x, thus the expression of the gradient of the objective function U( ) is: @U(wk) @wk = E g 0 (jykj) jykj y ?
Moreover, the gradient of L(wk) with respect to wk is found to be:
kj wj : (9) Thus, by gathering equations (8) and (9) It would be interesting to observe that in general the multipliers do not enjoy any symmetry property, unless g 0 (u) = u (classical PCA case) that yields ( opt kh ) ? = opt hk . By plugging these expressions into equation (10), the formula for the steepest optimization direction is easily found to be:
This expression may be used in a gradient-steepest-ascent-based learning rule to design a neural learning system by dw : : : ; m ; (12) with being a positive learning step-size. The factor E G(yk)y ?
k x] may be interpreted as a complex non-classical Hebbian term, while projector Pk is a de ating factor that pushes each weight-vector wk into a di erent subspace. About function g( ), it can be chosen on the basis of the speci c task for which the network is used. It deserves to note that assuming g(u) = 1 2 u 2 yields G(u) = 1 8u 2 IR + 0 , thus in this case and in presence of real-valued data, the algorithm (12) coincides to well-known GHA rule by Sanger 35] .
IV. Application to Blind Separation
In this section, an interpretation of the non-classical Hebbian learning due to Sudjianto and Hassoun 37] will be recalled, and its extension to the complex case will be exploited for choosing a function g( ) that makes the neural network able to perform blind separation of complex-valued sources. The central idea developed by Sudjianto and Hassoun is that the learning rule (13) will converge to a weight-vector di erent from w, since the rule seeks a U{shaped distribution of z, that is, a distribution that deviates away from a uniform one and tends to be as peaked as possible.
In other words, the rule (13) is able to discriminate input source distributions, thus it behaves as a probabilistic lter. To some extent, this principle may be considered as the opposite of the more familiar maximum-entropy principle that leads the output of a non-linear ltering system to be uniformly distributed by matching the non-linearity to the probability density function of the wanted signal (a novel and pervasive explanation with applications was given e.g., by Torkkola in 39]).
Let us consider now the extension of the previous theory to the complex case. We de ne the cost function: U(w) def = E S 2 (jyj)] ; (14) for a complex weighted neuron with output y = w H x. Its gradient-ascent maximization under the constraint w H w = 1 yields the learning rule: dw dt = (I ? ww H )E `(jyj) y ? jyj x ; (15) that closely recalls equation (12) for k = 1. In our case we assume:
where ?(u) ; (18) where ?(u) is the unit-step function. In this case it is possible to express the cumulative distribution function in closed form simply as: 
The basic restrictions that make Bingham-Hyv arinen analysis applicable are:
The observed vector stream x(t) is spatially white, i.e., E xx H ] = In;
The independent source signals in s(t) have zero mean, unit variance and uncorrelated real and imaginary parts of equal variance (i.e., E ss T ] = 0n); H( ) is a su ciently smooth even function.
Under these hypotheses, the local maxima (minima) of E H(jykj 2 )] under the constraint kwkk 2 = 1 include the rows of the inverse of the mixing matrix M such that the associated independent components satisfy: A close analysis of these functions shows that there exists a range for such that the functions take on negative values; for instance, it is readily proven that BR(1; 0:5) = 14e ?4 ? 6e ?2 < 0: This con rms that the NHL algorithm can converge to the expected solutions. It is also worth noting that there exist range of values of for which the above functions are not negative; in digital telecommunication applications this is not a serious limitation, because the knowledge of the type of allowed modulations consent to compute the above criteria in closed form and therefore to select the proper value of parameter .
V. Computer Simulation Results
In order to test the explained blind separation algorithm, computer simulations carried out on test-conditions borrowed from 3] are shown and discussed in the following.
A. Four mixed source signals
As a rst numerical example, let us suppose input x 2 C 4 is formed by a linear mixture of four independent signals arranged in a vector s 2 C 4 . Signals s1 to s3 are QAM16; signal s4 is a complex Gaussian noise. The mixture is computed as x = Ms, where M is a randomly generated 4 4 complex-valued matrix. The rst row of Figure 1 depicts the independent signals while second row shows the obtained four mixtures: Apparently, the three QAM16 constellations are undistinguishable from the mixtures. Also, Figure 2 shows the histograms of the sources By means of the Sudjianto-Hassoun principle, a linear neural network with four inputs and four outputs, trained by the learning rule (12) with the Rayleigh non-linearity, should be able to recover the independent signals except for phase shift and random permutation 9], after mixture pre-whitening. Simulation results are shown in Figure 3 : The rst row depicts the result of pre-whitening performed by means of the well-known Laheld-Cardoso's standardizing algorithm 3]; the second row shows the last 100 output samples of the network trained by (12) on the pre-whitened data with = 0:002: The symbols of the QAM16 alphabets may now be clearly discriminated. The Figure 4 shows the histograms of the last 200 samples of R(jy1j), : : :, R(jy4j), while Figure 5 depicts the absolute values of source-to-output separation matrix S = QD, where Q is a permutation and D is complex diagonal, both unpredictable 9]. As expected, only one entry per row is signi cantly larger than zero.
Simulation results show that the network is able to recover the independent source signals. The histograms of signals R(jy1j), R(jy2j) and R(jy3j) shape accordingly to the signals in Figure 3 , while the fourth neuron cannot separate out the Gaussian noise and its output contains a mixture of the other source signals, as expected.
B. Parallel versus sequential operation
Sanger's neural architecture is made hierarchical by the adopted learning rule; this feature a ects the learning dynamics resulting in the de ation operators Pk discussed about formula (12) . This fact readily suggests that together with parallel operation mode discussed within section 2, a sequential operation mode can be envisaged, that exploits in a stronger way the concept of de ation 7], 38]. Strictly speaking, we may suppose the network to be formed by a only neuron described by the input-output relationship y = w H x, trained by the rule (15):
It is able to extract a single component at a time. In order to extract all source signals, it is su cient to present the neuron with input streams de ated from the already extracted components: Namely, for extracting the k th source signal we need the input stream xk de In contrast to the parallel version, that is commonly believed to give reliable results and to work in an e cient way with relatively few sources, the sequential (or cascade) version is sometimes supposed to perform the best on larger scale problems 7], 38] (see also the discussion about image compression by de atory networks in 10]). We wish to investigate such hypothesis by experiments.
As an example, let us consider the separation of 4 QAM4 signals, 3 PSK8 signals and 3 QAM16 signals. The result is expressed as the interference residual (de ned as in 38]) pertaining to each extracted component, and is shown in Figure 6 ; it has been obtained by setting = 0:002, and by running the proposed sequential version of NHL algorithm on 20; 000 samples for each component. Unlike other authors, we did not use any cooling scheme to lessen progressively the neuron's learning stepsize but kept them constant. The interference residuals have good values, as visually con rmed by the Figure 7 , that illustrates the ten source signals as recovered by using the sequential NHL algorithm.
The main disadvantage of the sequential approach is that the extraction errors inevitably accumulate from component to component because, contrary to the parallel version, a neuron cannot help other neurons in ameliorating their separation capabilities. This is clearly illustrated by the increasing value of interference residual in the Figure 6 .
The above results can be compared to the ones obtainable with the parallel version of the NHL algorithm: Figure 9 shows 100 network's output samples recovered, while Figure 8 depicts the separation product matrix S; the algorithm was run on 50,000 source samples with = 0:001. With respect to previous results, the performances of parallel version are de nitely better. As the computational time exhibited by the parallel version is signi cantly smaller than the time required to run by the sequential version (by a proportion of about 1:10), the parallel one is de nitely to be preferred.
C. A comparison of four algorithms As a comparison among blind separation algorithms wellsuited for complex-valued sources and that rely on simple neural/learning structures, here we consider the NHL algorithm, the EASI algorithm by Laheld and Cardoso 3] , and two among the {APEX algorithms; the latter have been proposed in 19] for performing principal component analysis of real-valued signals, and extended by the present author in 17] for separating out complex-valued signals. Here we employ the jyj{APEX algorithm, here referred to as EAPEX1, and the 0{APEX algorithm referred to as EAPEX0.
In order to run the mentioned algorithms on 10,000 source samples, we set their learning step-sizes to NHL = EAPEX1 = EAPEX0 = 0:003 and EASI = 0:000005; about the EASI algorithm, we experienced severe problems in nding the values preventing divergence and allowing an acceptable trade-o between minimal attainable error and steady-state oscillation. Figure 10 illustrates the obtained results on 6 sources (1 PSK, 2 QAM4, 2 QAM16 plus a complex Gaussian noise). EAPEX0 and EAPEX1 exhibit the same performances, while NHL is a little bit slower but more accurate; the EASI algorithm in this case was not able to attain a satisfactory result. Figure 10 also shows a comparison of computational complexity of the four algorithms, expressed by the number of oating point operations ( ops) demanded 1 : The EAPEXes are the most expensive ones, while NHL is far lighter as it requires the lowest computational e orts to run. We also tested, on the same blind separation problem, the JADE (Joint Approximate Diagonalization of Eigen-matrices) algorithm 2], and the complex-valued xed-point algorithm 1]. They are di cult to compare directly with the previouslymentioned algorithms, as they do not process the input data sample-by-sample: The JADE rst estimates cumulant matrices and then iteratively diagonalizes them, while the xed-point algorithm computes, for each iteration, the mean value of two random elds, and then updates the weight-matrix (which also need to be orthonormalized at each iteration to prevent the neurons from converging to the same solution). However, we would like to compare their computational costs with the costs exhibited by the EAPEXes, EASI and NHL.
Run on the same blind separation problem as above, the JADE algorithm provides a nal interference residual value of about 2:5 10 ?5 , that is comparable to the value pertaining 1 Platform: 500 MHz clock, 64MB RAM. to the other algorithms; however, the total number of ops required by the algorithm to run is about 137 10 6 , that is about 10 times the ops required e.g., by NHL. The xed-point algorithm also gives good results, as conrmed by the global interference residual equating about 7 10 ?4 . This result was obtained with 10 iterations of the learning equations, and the total number of ops required to run was about 96 10 6 .
VI. Conclusion
In this paper a new adapting rule for linear neural networks as a generalization of Hebbian learning has been presented. It provides a generalization in that it applies to complex-weighted neural networks and embodies non-linearity in the classical Hebbian learning. A particular choice of the non-linearity was discussed by recalling the Sudjianto-Hassoun interpretation of nonclassical Hebbian learning extended to the complex case.
Within the paper, we presented simulation results con rming the e ectiveness of the proposed approach, either in the parallel and in the sequential version. However, we noted that the sequential version su ers of progressive output quality degradation; also, it cannot be employed in on-line operation, where the parallel version is the only solution.
